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ABSTRACT
Synoptic weather, S-band dual-polarization radar, and total lightning observations are analyzed from four
thunderstorms that produced ‘‘plowable’’ hail accumulations of 15–60 cm in localized areas of the Colorado
Front Range. Results indicate that moist, relatively slow (5–15 m s21) southwesterly-to-westerly flow at
500 hPa and postfrontal low-level upslope flow, with 2-m dewpoint temperatures of 118–198C at 1200 LST,
were present on each plowable hail day. This pattern resulted in column-integrated precipitable water values
that were 132%–184% of the monthly means and freezing-level heights that were 100–700 m higher than
average. Radar data indicate that between one and three maxima in reflectivity Z (68–75 dBZ) and 50-dBZ
echo-top height (11–15 km MSL) occurred over the lifetime of each hailstorm. These maxima, which imply an
enhancement in updraft strength, resulted in increased graupel and hail production and accumulating hail at
the surface within 30 min of the highest echo tops. The hail core had Z ; 70 dBZ, differential reflectivity ZDR
from 0 to 24 dB, and correlation coefficient rHV of 0.80–0.95. Time–height plots reveal that these minima in
ZDR and rHV gradually descended to the surface after originating at heights of 6–10 km MSL ;15–60 min
prior to accumulating hailfall. Hail accumulations estimated from the radar data pinpoint the times and
locations of plowable hail, with depths greater than 5 cm collocated with the plowable hail reports. Three of
the four hail events were accompanied by lightning flash rates near the maximum observed thus far within the
thunderstorm.

1. Introduction
Thunderstorms that result in deep hail accumulations pose a substantial risk to life and property. Numerous such hailstorms have resulted in motor vehicle
accidents, road closures, airport delays, urban flooding,
and water rescues (Chappell and Rodgers 1988;
Grahame et al. 2009; Schlatter and Doesken 2010).
Damage from one hailstorm, which produced 25 cm of
hail accumulation in a small town in southwestern
England on 30 October 2008, was estimated to cost
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1 million British pounds [;1.8 million U.S. dollars in
2015; Grahame et al. (2009)]. A number of similar
events have occurred in and near the Denver, Colorado, metropolitan area (Table 1; Knight et al. 2008;
Schlatter et al. 2008; Schlatter and Doesken 2010),
impacting thousands of people. Following the hailstorms, some roads, including major highways, remained impassable until snowplows and bulldozers
were used to clear them (Fig. 1), leading these events to
be called plowable hailstorms. Hail accumulations of
15–60 cm in 30 min occurred in these storms. However,
the formation of hail drifts by strong winds and flowing
water, especially at airports and on major roadways,
could result in the need to plow smaller accumulations in other cases. Plowable hailstorms might also
affect rural, agricultural areas where snowplows and
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TABLE 1. Characteristics of CO plowable hailstorms during 2013–14 derived from the radar data, the CoCoRaHS network, and
NOAA’s Storm Events Database. Hail times and locations correspond to the plowable hail reports, and other severe weather (in addition
to large hail) includes any tornadoes or wind gusts greater than 25 m s21. The storm speed was calculated from the change in position of the
maximum reflectivity at z 5 5 km MSL over the indicated analysis times.
Analysis time and date

Mean storm
speed (m s21)

Hail time and location

Max hail
diameter (mm)

1842–2356 UTC 3 Aug 2013

6.3

2216 UTC, Windsor

44.5

2138–0021 UTC 22–23 Aug 2013
1829–2258 UTC 9 Sep 2013
1725–2247 UTC 21 May 2014

8.4
8.6
8.0

2339 UTC, Ken Caryl
2100 UTC, Lakewood
2030 UTC, Green Valley Ranch

44.5
12.7
25.4

bulldozers are not in operation, causing such storms to
remain undocumented.
Despite the extreme nature of these storms, some
of the events, such as the 9 September 2013 hailstorm
in Lakewood, Colorado (Table 1), did not merit a
severe thunderstorm warning, since the maximum hailstone diameter (d ; 13 mm) was much smaller than the
warning criteria of 25.4 mm. Examples of similar events
exist in the literature and were reported to consist of
either small hail [d , 10 mm; Grahame et al. (2009)] or a
mixture of low-density small and large hailstones
(Knight et al. 2008; Schlatter et al. 2008). However,
based on public reports from the Community Collaborative Rain, Hail, and Snow (CoCoRaHS) network1 and
the Storm Events Database2, some of the plowable
hailstorms were accompanied by large hail of up to
45 mm and did considerable damage to structures (e.g.,
Table 1: 3 August 2013 and 21 May 2014). Therefore, not
all deep hail accumulations consist entirely of small- or
low-density hailstones. In addition, severe wind gusts
greater than 25 m s21 and tornadoes can accompany
plowable hailstorms (e.g., the 3 August and 21 May
hailstorms in Table 1).
The considerable threats that accumulating hailstorms pose to people, transportation, and infrastructure
require their accurate prediction. However, little is
known about the synoptic weather conditions and operational radar features associated with thunderstorms
that produce deep hail accumulations. The only case
studies of such storms in the peer-reviewed literature
consist of single-polarization radar data (Knight et al.
2008; Schlatter et al. 2008; Grahame et al. 2009).
Therefore, dual-polarization radar characteristics of
plowable hailstorms, available to forecasters since the
2012 upgrade to the Weather Surveillance Radar-1988
Doppler (WSR-88D) network, remain unexplored. This

1
2

http://www.cocorahs.org/.
Information online at http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/stormevents/.

Other severe weather
Three EF0 tornadoes; 25.7 m s21
wind gust
None
None
Five EF0 tornadoes; 30.9 m s21
wind gust

research examines the synoptic weather conditions and
the radar and lightning characteristics of four plowable
hailstorms that occurred along the Colorado Front
Range between August 2013 and May 2014 (Fig. 2) to
address several important questions: What are the typical synoptic weather conditions in which plowable
hailstorms develop? How do storm propagation speed
and hail duration affect hail accumulation? What are the
typical radar features and derived products from the
S-band operational radar network that characterize
plowable hailstorms? Are there other state-of-the-art
instruments, such as three-dimensional total lightning
detection networks, that can provide additional insight
into the microphysical processes that contribute to
plowable hail? Are the radar and lightning signatures
sufficient to nowcast accumulating hailstorms? To our
knowledge, this is the first study to present such a
comprehensive analysis on plowable hailstorms.

2. Background
The S-band dual-polarization radar characteristics of
severe thunderstorms with large hail are well documented. Radar reflectivity Z is often used to identify
hailstorms because it is proportional to the sixth power
of the particle diameter. Typically, Z exceeds 60 dBZ in
hailstorms (Kumjian and Ryzhkov 2008; Snyder et al.
2010). Storms containing giant hail (d . 50.8 mm) have
Z . 65–70 dBZ (Ryzhkov et al. 2010). For a given
hailstone size, Z is larger for hailstones with greater
fractional water content, since the liquid water coating
that develops on hailstones undergoing wet growth is
highly reflective (Snyder et al. 2010). Therefore, wet hail
and giant hail may be associated with similar Z values,
requiring the use of differential reflectivity ZDR to
distinguish between the two, where ZDR is the logarithmic ratio of the reflectivities in the horizontally and
vertically polarized channels. Giant hail (d . 50.8 mm)
is typically characterized by ZDR , 20.5 dB (Ryzhkov
et al. 2010). The ZDR measurements of large hail
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FIG. 1. Hail being plowed in Lakewood after the 9 Sep 2013 hailstorm. (Reprinted with permission. Photo credit:
7NEWS Denver reporter M. Zelinger.)

(25.4 # d # 50.8 mm) are near 0 dB (Balakrishnan and
Zrnić 1990b; Kumjian and Ryzhkov 2008; Snyder et al.
2010; Kennedy et al. 2014), as a result of the tumbling
nature of hailstones (Lesins and List 1986; Herzegh and
Jameson 1992). Finally, small (d , 25.4 mm), wet hail
has ZDR . 0 dB, sometimes exceeding 4 dB (Ryzhkov
et al. 2013a), because of the coating of liquid water that
envelopes the melting hailstones (Rasmussen and
Heymsfield 1987). A third radar variable, the copolar
cross-correlation coefficient rHV, can also be used to
identify hail. Values of rHV range from zero to one and
quantify the degree of similarity in the shape and orientation of particles within the radar volume. In rain,
rHV normally exceeds 0.97, but in hail, rHV can range
from 0.8 to 0.95 because of the diversity of shapes and
orientations typical of hailstones (Ryzhkov et al.
2013b). The largest reductions in rHV occur when large
hail is mixed with rain in the radar volume
(Balakrishnan and Zrnić 1990b). Finally, the specific
differential phase KDP, the rate of change in the phase
difference between horizontally and vertically polarized waves, is 08 km21 for a radar volume that contains
dry, spherical hailstones, but can exceed 58 km21 for a
mixture of oblate raindrops and water-coated, melting
hail (Balakrishnan and Zrnić 1990a).
There are also classic radar signatures in the threedimensional Z and Doppler velocity fields that can be
used to identify severe hailstorms. Thunderstorms that
produce large hail often contain a weak-echo region
(WER) that coincides with the main updraft (e.g.,

Browning and Ludlam 1962; Browning 1965; Marwitz
and Berry 1971; Marwitz et al. 1972). Here, strong vertical velocities within the updraft evacuate rain and
graupel particles before they can grow sufficiently to
create a substantial radar echo. The WER extends vertically from the near surface into the midlevels of the
storm and is usually capped by an overhang of rain
and hail. If this overhang is so extensive that it bounds
the WER on all sides (except below it), the WER is
termed a bounded weak-echo region (BWER). Although
BWERs are sometimes observed in multicell storms
when individual updrafts in the cluster reach their maturity, the most persistent and steady BWERs typically
occur in supercell thunderstorms (Knight and Knight
2001). The airflow in these rotating storms favors hailstone embryo recycling (Browning 1963; Browning and
Foote 1976; Nelson 1983; Knight and Knight 2001;
Tessendorf et al. 2005). Briefly, embryos (i.e., rain and
graupel particles) enter the updraft within the low-level
inflow and are carried aloft to a position above the
BWER. Lighter particles are then carried downwind
when they encounter the midlevel airflow, while heavier
particles descend, circulating around the BWER and
potentially recycling into the inflow to undergo additional growth. The latter trajectory results in large hail
formation.
In addition to radar signatures that imply the presence
of hail, a number of studies have shown that in some
thunderstorms increases in lightning flash rate precede
severe weather events, including hailfall, by 5–20 min
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and Rutledge 1996; Wiens 2005; Wiens et al. 2005;
Tessendorf et al. 2007; Deierling and Petersen 2008;
Deierling et al. 2008). Thus, lightning data can help
forecasters assess thunderstorm intensity and determine
whether a storm is in the developing, mature, or weakening phases of its life cycle (Darden et al. 2010;
Rudlosky and Fuelberg 2013). The lightning characteristics of plowable hailstorms, however, have yet to be
investigated, raising the following question: Do increases in lightning flash rate precede the occurrence of
accumulating hail, even in cases when the hailstones are
too small to be classified as severe? This study examines
three-dimensional total lightning data from four plowable hailstorms to determine if this information can aid
forecasters in predicting similar future events.

3. Data and methods
a. Overview of cases

FIG. 2. Maps showing the locations of hail reports (diamonds),
cities and the KFTG radar (crosses), COLMA stations (squares),
the center of COLMA (plus sign), and the approximate storm
tracks (lines) relative to (a) the elevation of the topography (km
MSL) and (b) the height of the center of the lowest radar beam (km
AGL). Dashed lines indicate areas of beam blockage along the
storm tracks. The numbers in (a) indicate the start and end times
(UTC) of the analysis periods for each case and in (b) the distances
(km) from the plowable hail reports to the KFTG radar (cross) and
to the COLMA center (plus sign), respectively. The names of the
plowable hail report locations are given in (b).

(e.g., Williams et al. 1999; Goodman et al. 2005; Wiens
et al. 2005; Schultz et al. 2009; Darden et al. 2010;
Rudlosky and Fuelberg 2013). This is despite the fact
that thunderstorm charging can be locally reduced in
regions of wet hail growth (Saunders and Brooks 1992;
Pereyra et al. 2000; Emersic et al. 2011), likely because
of the reduced number of rebounding collisions between
water-coated graupel and ice crystals. Lightning flash
rate also has been found to be correlated with updraft
strength, updraft volume, and graupel mass (e.g., Carey

The hailstorms analyzed in this research occurred in
August–September 2013 and May 2014 along the Colorado Front Range and produced hail accumulations of
at least 15 cm within 30 min. Figure 2 depicts the approximate storm tracks3 in relation to the local topography, while Table 1 provides the locations and times of
the plowable hail reports. With the exception of the
9 September case, these hailstorms were considered
severe thunderstorms, as two of the storms produced
severe wind gusts and multiple tornadoes rated on the
Enhanced Fujita (EF) scale as EF0 events (3 August and
21 May) and all but the 9 September case produced large
hail (Table 1). The maximum diameter of the hailstones
ranged from 12.7 to 44.5 mm during hail accumulation.
The location, time, and maximum diameter of the hailstones are based on data from the CoCoRaHS network
and the Storm Events Database. The latter contains the
data used to create NOAA’s monthly Storm Data publication, which documents the time, location, number of
casualties, and amount of property damage associated
with severe and unusual weather events in the United
States. Based on these data and reports from multiple
media outlets, maximum hail depths were estimated to
range from 15 to 60 cm in the four storms. However,
there is considerable uncertainty in the maximum depth
produced by any one particular storm as a result of
limited observations and the lack of standards for
measuring hail depth. This study focuses on four examples of plowable hailstorms that occurred in 2013 and

3
A cell merger produced the unusual track of the 3 August
storm, causing it to temporarily deviate toward the southwest.
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2014. We are aware of nine plowable hailstorms along
the Colorado Front Range from June 2012 to September
2014 and at least six additional cases from April to May
2015 that occurred after this analysis was completed.

b. Radar data and operational soundings
Dual-polarization radar data were obtained from the
WSR-88D located at Front Range Airport (KFTG;
Fig. 2; 1.68 km MSL) for each of the thunderstorms in
Table 1. The radar was operated in velocity coverage
pattern 212, and scanned 14 elevation angles from 0.58
to 19.58 (OFCM 2013). In all cases, Z . 0 dBZ was first
observed to the west of KFTG at a distance of 111–
152 km from the radar site, and Z then gradually increased as the storms approached the radar. The minimum distance between the center of the storms and the
radar ranged from 9 to 44 km during the analysis periods. At the time of the plowable hail reports, the distances from the radar ranged from 18 km (21 May) to
78 km (3 August), which caused the height of the lowest
radar beam (0.58 elevation angle) to range from 0.2 to
1.3 km AGL (Fig. 2b). The data analysis period for each
storm began when Z . 0 dBZ in the eventual hailstorm
first appeared in the radar volume. Analysis continued
until the convective core of the hailstorm (defined
herein as Z . 30 dBZ) merged with other convective
cores and became indistinguishable in the radar data.
This occurred as little (long) as 39 (138) min after the
plowable hail report time.
All radar volumes during the periods of analysis were
manually edited with the Solo II radar software4 from
the National Center for Atmospheric Research
(NCAR) to remove echoes unrelated to the plowable
hailstorms, including echoes from nonmeteorological
targets such as ground clutter and precipitation in the
vicinity of the hailstorms but unrelated to them. Following the results of Giuli et al. (1991) and Park et al.
(2009), several radar variables (i.e., Z, Doppler velocity
Vr, spectrum width W, and ZDR) were used to identify
nonmeteorological targets. Each elevation angle in the
radar volume was examined individually, because
thunderstorm echoes were often tilted with height.
Ground clutter that was not removed by the radar signal
processor was visually identified by radar gates that
contained nearly constant Z over time, Vr near 0 m s21,
and W . 8 m s21. The latter criterion was used to identify the boundary between radar gates that contained
pure clutter and those that contained a mixture of
weather echoes and clutter. Other nonmeteorological
echoes, which consisted mainly of biological scatterers,

4

Information online at https://www.eol.ucar.edu/software/solo-ii.
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were visually identified by radar gates that had Z ,
25 dBZ and spatially inhomogeneous ZDR . 4 dB (Park
et al. 2009). When showers and thunderstorms other
than the hailstorm occurred in the radar volume, these
echoes were removed unless the convective core (Z .
30 dBZ) of the shower or thunderstorm merged with the
convective core of the hailstorm at the lowest elevation
angle (0.58). Areas of precipitation consisting entirely of
Z , 30 dBZ that were not contiguous with the hailstorm
at 0.58 elevation angle were removed.
After editing the radar data, NCAR’s Radx C11
software package5 was used to calculate KDP from the
total differential phase FDP measured by the radar. To
calculate KDP, a finite impulse response filter with a
length of 10 range gates was iteratively applied to FDP
four times to smooth it. Then, KDP was calculated from
the smoothed FDP over nine range gates, centered on
the gate of interest. Next, the NCAR particle identification scheme (PID; Vivekanandan et al. 1999) was
applied to the data. The PID is a fuzzy logic algorithm
that uses trapezoidal membership functions for seven
input variables and 14 particle classes to estimate the
most dominant contributor to the radar signal in each
range gate. The PID input variables are Z, ZDR, KDP,
rHV, standard deviation of ZDR and FDP (calculated
over nine range gates), and air temperature. Air temperature profiles were obtained from the 0000 UTC atmospheric soundings at Denver during the evenings of
the plowable hail cases, except for the 21 May case,
when an 1800 UTC sounding was available (Table 2).
For each of the aforementioned input variables, the
PID assigns a value between zero and one to each range
gate for each of the following particle classes: cloud
droplets, drizzle, light rain, moderate rain, heavy rain,
rain–hail mix, hail, graupel–small hail mix, graupel–rain
mix, dry snow, wet snow, ice crystals, irregular ice
crystals, and supercooled liquid droplets. The seven
values belonging to a given particle class are then summed, and the class with the largest sum is assigned to the
radar gate.
The Radx software package was then used to regrid
the polar coordinate radar data to a Cartesian coordinate system using an eight-point linear interpolation
scheme. The azimuthal equidistant map projection was
selected for the Cartesian grid, which spanned 400 3
400 km2 in the horizontal and 15 km MSL in the vertical,
with the KFTG radar located at the grid center. Each
grid cell had horizontal and vertical dimensions of
0.5 km. To interpolate the radar variables onto a given

5
Information online at http://www.ral.ucar.edu/projects/titan/
docs/radial_formats/radx.html.
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TABLE 2. Surface-based CAPE (SBCAPE), 0–6 km AGL bulk shear, BRN, PWAT, and 0–6 km AGL mean wind derived from Denver
rawinsonde soundings (Fig. 6) for the cases listed in Table 1.

Time (environment)

SBCAPE (J kg21)

Bulk shear (m s21)

BRN

PWAT (mm)

Mean wind vector
(8/m s21)

0000 UTC 4 Aug 2013 (storm outflow)
0000 UTC 23 Aug 2013 (prestorm)
0000 UTC 10 Sep 2013 (storm outflow)
1800 UTC 21 May 2014 (prestorm)

1022
2568
1342
1740

18.4
17.6
18.6
18.7

8.1
296
11.2
28.1

28.5
32.6
30.8
15.8

228/5.3
249/1.8
211/4.4
212/11.9

grid cell, a minimum of five valid data points (out of a
possible eight) needed to be present. Since the PID is a
discrete field, it was not interpolated and was instead
assigned to each grid cell using the nearest neighbor
approximation.
Graupel Mg and hail Mh mass concentrations (g m23)
were then estimated from the radar reflectivity
Z (mm6 m23) using the relations from Heymsfield and
Miller (1988):
Mg 5 0:0052Z0:5

and

Mh 5 0:000 044Z0:71 .

(1)
(2)

The graupel relation was applied to all of the radar cells
that were classified by the PID as graupel/small hail or
graupel/small hail/rain mix, while the hail relation was
applied to all of the grid cells classified as hail or hail/rain
mix, as in Deierling et al. (2008). Equations (1) and (2)
were derived from in situ aircraft measurements of ice
particle size spectra (0.0125 , d , 40 mm) in the updrafts of a single-cell thunderstorm [Eq. (1)] and a supercell thunderstorm [Eq. (2)]. These storms occurred in
eastern Montana, an environment that is geographically
and climatologically similar to eastern Colorado. These
Z–M relationships have been applied to a variety of
single-cell, multicell, and supercell thunderstorms across
the United States (Deierling et al. 2008). While it is
acknowledged that large absolute errors in ice mass estimates from these relations likely exist, the focus of our
study is not on the absolute values of the ice masses but
on the relative changes in these masses over the hailstorm lifetimes.

c. Lightning data
The Colorado Lightning Mapping Array (COLMA;
Rison et al. 2012) was installed in spring 2012 and provided three-dimensional lightning data. The array consists of 16 stations in northern Colorado (Fig. 2). Each
station is equipped with a receiving antenna that is
sensitive to very high frequency (VHF) radiation of
;60 MHz, a frequency at which portions of lightning
discharges emit strongly. The location (x, y, z) and time t
of a VHF source is determined from time-of-arrival ti

information recorded by global positioning system receivers at multiple COLMA stations:
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
(x 2 xi )2 1 (y 2 yi )2 1 (z 2 zi )2
ti 5 t 1
.
c

(3)

Above, the location of the receiving station is (xi, yi, zi)
and c is the propagation speed of the VHF radiation. If ti
is measured by at least four stations, the four unknowns
x, y, z, and t can be determined from Eq. (3). The errors
in the radial and vertical positions of VHF sources are
proportional to (r/D)2 and (z/D)2 , respectively, where
r is the radial distance from the array center to the
lightning source, z is the altitude of the source, and D is
the diameter of COLMA (;100 km). COLMA is capable of detecting lightning sources up to 350 km away
from the array center (Rison et al. 2012), which includes
the entire domain shown in Fig. 2. At the time of the
plowable hail reports, the distance of the storms from
the array center ranged from 46 to 131 km (Fig. 2b).
The individual VHF sources were processed with the
McCaul et al. (2005, 2009) flash creation algorithm to
filter out noise sources and to combine the remaining
sources into lightning flashes. Sources were assumed to
be part of the same lightning flash if they satisfied
certain temporal and spatial criteria. First, the sources
must have occurred within 0.3 s of each other to be
grouped into the same flash. Next, the radial distance
between successive sources must not have exceeded
r2 /1000. For example, the maximum allowable radial
distance between sources at 200-km range was 40 km
(McCaul et al. 2009). This criterion reflects the dependence of the error in the radial position of a source
on its radial distance from the array center. Additionally, sources were not allowed to be more than
0.05 rad (;2.98) apart in azimuth (the maximum expected
azimuth error) to be grouped into the same flash. To
prevent noise sources from bridging the time and/or
distance between two separate flashes, sources with arrival times that had reduced chi-square goodness-of-fit
values [described in Thomas et al. (2004); their Eq.
(A2)] of more than 2.0 were not grouped into flashes.
In addition, flashes with fewer than 10 sources were
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FIG. 3. Observations at the 500-hPa pressure level at 1200 UTC: air temperature (8C, red numbers), dewpoint
temperature (8C, green numbers), geopotential height (dm, purple numbers), and wind barbs [knots (kt), where 1 kt 5
0.51 m s21; blue] on (a) 3 Aug 2013, (b) 22 Aug 2013, (c) 9 Sep 2013, and (d) 21 May 2014. Temperature (dashed
thin red lines) and height (black lines) are contoured at intervals of 28C and 6 dm, respectively. Dashed thick red
lines denote the positions of trough axes. The Denver observation is circled in red.

eliminated from the data, as in Wiens et al. (2005) and
Tessendorf et al. (2007).
Following lightning flash creation, the sources from
each flash were gridded into a Cartesian volume identical to that used for the radar data (section 3b). To
exclude lightning flashes from all thunderstorms other
than the plowable hailstorm, the initial source of each
flash was checked to determine if it was located within a
vertical column of the Cartesian radar data that had Z $
0 dBZ somewhere within that column (after other precipitation and nonmeteorological echoes were removed). Flashes with initial sources in regions of Z ,
0 dBZ were excluded. One-minute flash rates and individual flash areas were then calculated from the remaining flashes. Flash area was estimated by counting
the number of grid cells that contained at least one

lightning source from the flash under consideration and
then multiplying the total count by the area of one grid
cell (0.25 km2).

4. Results
a. Meteorological conditions
This section examines the synoptic and mesoscale
weather conditions that favored hail accumulations in
the four thunderstorms in Table 1. Figure 3 shows the
500-hPa height, air temperature, dewpoint temperature, and wind vectors measured by rawinsondes at
1200 UTC on the morning of each hailstorm. Anticyclonic curvature in the wind field over Colorado is
evident on all four days as a result of a ridge of high
pressure. However, the position of the ridge axis
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FIG. 4. Surface observations at 1800 UTC: air temperature (8F, red numbers), dewpoint temperature (8F, green
numbers), mean sea level pressure (hPa, large tan numbers), mean sea level pressure change relative to 3 h earlier
(10 3 hPa, small tan numbers), and wind barbs (kt, blue) on (a) 3 Aug 2013, (b) 22 Aug 2013, (c) 9 Sep 2013, and
(d) 21 May 2014. Mean sea level pressure (brown lines) is contoured at intervals of 4 hPa. Frontal boundaries,
trough axes, drylines, and high and low pressure systems are denoted by their standard symbols at the surface. The
Akron–Washington County Airport, CO (;130 km east of Denver), observation is circled in red.

differed on the first two days (3 August and 22 August;
Figs. 3a,b) compared with the latter two days (9 September and 21 May; Figs. 3c,d). On 3 and 22 August, a
ridge axis was aligned north–south across central
Colorado with lower heights to the west across Utah
and Nevada. In contrast, an upper-level trough and
closed upper-level low were approaching Colorado on
9 September (Fig. 3c) and 21 May (Fig. 3d), respectively. These weather features resulted in 500-hPa
winds from the southwest or west at 5–15 m s21 at
Denver (KDEN) on each of the four days. The lightto-moderate southwesterly flow transported a plume
of midlevel subtropical moisture northward from the

eastern Pacific, as evidenced by 500-hPa dewpoint
depressions of #78C (except on 3 August; Fig. 3a).
In addition to similarities in the mid- and upper-level
patterns, the near-surface synoptic weather features
were also similar for the hailstorms. Figure 4 demonstrates that all four cases occurred in low-level easterly
upslope flow behind a cold front that moved through
eastern Colorado earlier in the day. The upslope flow
moistened the low-level air mass, resulting in 2-m
dewpoint temperatures that ranged from 118C (518F)
on 9 September (Fig. 4c) to 198C (668F) on 3 August
(Fig. 4a) at 1800 UTC (1200 LST) over eastern Colorado. Warm near-surface air temperatures of 208–288C
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FIG. 5. Surface observations near the time that plowable hail occurred: air temperature (8F, left of wind barb),
dewpoint temperature (8F, right of wind barb), and wind barbs (kt) at (a) 2200 UTC 3 Aug 2013, (b) 0000 UTC 23
Aug 2013, (c) 2100 UTC 9 Sep 2013, and (d) 2000 UTC 21 May 2014. The black lines show the approximate tracks of
the hailstorms. Open circles and red plus signs indicate the storm locations at the analysis times and the plowable
hail report locations, respectively.

accompanied the low-level moisture (Fig. 4). Figure 5
shows surface observations near the plowable hail
times and demonstrates that the warm, moist low-level
environment across northeast Colorado persisted
throughout the day. Temperatures downwind of the
storms ranged from 218C (698F) to 288C (838F), with
dewpoint temperatures from 108C (508F) to 188C
(648F). Except in the 22 August case, easterly-tosoutheasterly inflow winds of 10–20 m s21 were present in the near-storm environment over the eastern
plains (Fig. 5), suggestive of enhanced low-level convergence closer to the foothills (where light and variable winds were present). The low-level easterly flow
and the weak-to-moderate midlevel westerly winds
produced mean 0–6 km AGL [i.e., steering layer;
Weisman and Klemp (1984)] winds of 1.8–11.9 m s21, as
calculated from KDEN atmospheric soundings (Table 2

and Figs. 6 and 7). These light steering winds resulted
in slow mean storm motions of 6–9 m s21 (calculated
from radar imagery; Table 1), which favored hail accumulations. The role of storm propagation speed in
plowable hail events is discussed more fully in section 5.
The warm, moist low-level air also resulted in
surface-based convective available potential energy
(CAPE) values from 1022 to 2568 J kg21 at KDEN
during the afternoons of the hailstorms (Table 2). The
two soundings (3 August and 9 September) with the
smallest CAPE values (1022 and 1342 J kg21) occurred
in storm outflow, which suggests that the CAPE may
have been even larger on these days. In regard to the
vertical wind shear, the low-level easterly upslope flow
that gradually veered and strengthened to midlevel
westerly flow of 10–25 m s 21 (Fig. 6) contributed to
0–6 km AGL bulk wind shear of ;18 m s21 during each
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FIG. 6. Skew T–logp diagram with air temperature (solid lines), dewpoint temperature
(dotted lines), and wind velocity (barbs) at KDEN on (a) 0000 UTC 4 Aug 2013 (black),
(b) 0000 UTC 23 Aug 2013 (blue), (c) 0000 UTC 10 Sep 2013 (gold), and (d) 1800 UTC 21 May
2014 (red).

event (Table 2). Hodographs illustrate the cyclonically
curved flow with height that was evident within the
lowest 3 km during each of the cases, as well as the
tendency for slow storm motions (Fig. 7). This combination of vertical wind shear and instability prompted
tornado watches to be issued for northeast Colorado on
3 August and 21 May, with the watches mentioning the
favorable environment for supercell thunderstorms. The
bulk Richardson number (BRN; Table 2) calculated
from the afternoon soundings (Fig. 6) supports this assessment, with values of 8.1 (3 August) and 28.1
(21 May) indicative of supercellular convection [BRN ,
45; Weisman and Klemp (1984)]. On the other two days
(22 August and 9 September), mesoscale discussions
issued by the Storm Prediction Center mentioned the
possibility of organized multicell storm clusters capable
of severe wind and hail. While the BRN from the
sounding on 22 August (296) supports the expectation of
multicells, the BRN of 11.2 on 9 September is suggestive
of supercell thunderstorms.
In agreement with the convective modes predicted
by the BRN, only the hailstorm on 22 August lacked

supercell thunderstorm characteristics. The other
storms all turned to the right of the mean 0–6-km wind
vector as they intensified (Fig. 2), and radar data (discussed in the next section) displayed evidence of inflow
notches, hook echoes, and BWERs. The 3 August and
21 May storms also produced a combined total of eight
EF0 tornadoes (Table 1). Thus, the supercell thunderstorm mode of hail production (Browning 1963;
Browning and Foote 1976; Nelson 1983; Knight and
Knight 2001; Tessendorf et al. 2005), in which graupel
and frozen raindrops circulate repeatedly through the
updraft and inflow regions of the thunderstorm (termed
embryo recycling), may have supported the development
of large quantities of hail in three of the four cases considered herein. Strongly sheared environments also have
been shown to prolong the residence time of hailstones
within the thunderstorm updraft (Dessens 1960; Das
1962; Longley and Thompson 1965; Berthet et al. 2013),
further contributing to hail mass.
Each of the hailstorms occurred on days with large
amounts of atmospheric moisture, with columnintegrated precipitable water vapor (PWAT) values
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FIG. 7. Hodographs of the wind profiles observed by radiosonde launches at KDEN (Fig. 6) at (a) 0000 UTC
4 Aug 2013, (b) 0000 UTC 23 Aug 2013, (c) 0000 UTC 10 Sep 2013, and (d) 1800 UTC 21 May 2014. The red numbers
indicate the height above the surface (in km), and the black numbers along the concentric circles indicate the wind
speed (in m s21). The blue arrows represent the observed storm motion vectors of the plowable hailstorms.

that ranged from 19 to 33 mm (Fig. 8a). PWAT values
were calculated from the rawinsonde soundings at
KDEN during the mornings (1200 UTC) and evenings
(0000 UTC) of the hailstorms. To put into perspective
how anomalous these PWAT values were, Fig. 8a
compares the measured PWAT to monthly mean
values from 1957 to 2014. These means were calculated
from 0000 and 1200 UTC KDEN rawinsonde profiles
that had nonzero mixed-layer CAPE (to exclude
soundings unlikely to be supportive of deep convection), which resulted in 1400–2100 profiles in each
monthly sample. Maximum PWAT on the plowable
hail days ranged from 132% to 184% of the monthly
means (Fig. 8a). In fact, the morning sounding on
21 May and the evening soundings on 22 August and

9 September had PWAT values that were near or
greater than two standard deviations above average.
The anomalously large atmospheric moisture is further
highlighted by the 9 September event, which marked
the beginning of the Great Colorado Flood (9–16 September 2013) that resulted from over 400 mm of rainfall
in localized areas of the Colorado Front Range
(Friedrich et al. 2016a,b; Gochis et al. 2015). These
events suggest that, at least in eastern Colorado, large
PWAT may be a necessary (but not sufficient) condition for plowable hailstorms to occur. Such storms may
be more likely on days in which forecasters also
expect a flash flood risk from slow-moving thunderstorms, if sufficient instability and wind shear are
present for sustained, intense updrafts.
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b. Radar analysis
1) DESCRIPTION OF RADAR FEATURES IN
EACH HAILSTORM

(i) 3 August 2013 supercell thunderstorm

FIG. 8. Bar plots of (a) column-integrated precipitable water
vapor and (b) freezing-level height from KDEN rawinsondes at
1200 UTC on the morning of the plowable hailstorm (blue) and at
0000 UTC on the evening of the plowable hailstorm (red). The
green bars indicate monthly mean values of precipitable water and
freezing-level height calculated from all 1200 and 0000 UTC
KDEN rawinsondes from 1957 to 2014 that had mixed-layer
CAPE greater than 0 J kg21 .

Because low freezing-level heights are frequently
associated with hailstorms (e.g., Pappas 1962; Xie et al.
2010), we also investigated whether the freezing-level
heights were anomalously low on the plowable hail
days. The freezing-level height was calculated
from KDEN soundings during the mornings and evenings of the hailstorms and compared to the 1957–
2014 monthly mean freezing-level heights, as calculated from the 0000 and 1200 UTC KDEN rawinsonde
profiles that had nonzero mixed-layer CAPE in those
years. This comparison reveals that the freezing-level
height was 100–700 m higher than average on the
plowable hail days (Fig. 8b). While low freezing-level
heights are often associated with large hail events, the
Clausius–Clapeyron relation suggests that the freezing
level is likely to be higher than average when anomalously large atmospheric moisture is present, as in
these cases. Therefore, low freezing-level heights may
not be associated with plowable hail days in eastern
Colorado.

We first examine radar data from the long-lived tornadic supercell that produced accumulating hail in
Windsor, Colorado (Table 1; Fig. 2b). At the plowable
hail report time (2216 UTC), the 3 August storm had
near-surface Z . 70 dBZ (Fig. 9a), an unusually large
value in the absence of giant hail (d . 50.8 mm) and
likely indicative of the extreme hail mass concentration.
A low-level inflow notch is also evident in Z, indicative
of the supercell structure. The ZDR and rHV constantaltitude plan position indicators (CAPPIs) at the lowest
available radar height (z 5 3.5 km) depict minimum
values from 0 to 21 dB (Fig. 10a) and 0.80 to 0.95
(Fig. 11a) within the maximum reflectivity region (black
contours in Figs. 9–12), respectively. The KDP values
ranged from 08 to 28 km21 (Fig. 12a), suggestive of large
numbers of spherical hailstones.
Vertical cross sections of Z (Fig. 13) provide insight
into the hailstorm life cycle and the period of intensification that resulted in accumulating hail. From
2157 to 2211 UTC, the storm intensified rapidly as
50-dBZ echo-top heights increased from z 5 8 to 13 km
and a BWER began to form (Figs. 13a–c). The plowable
hail report at 2216 UTC occurred 5 min after the BWER
became evident (Fig. 13c) and coincided with a peak in
50-dBZ echo-top height of ;13.5 km (Figs. 13c and 14a),
increased hail production (.6 3 107 kg; Fig. 14a), and
maximum column Z . 71 dBZ (Fig. 14a). These metrics
then became less impressive within 30 min of the hail
report, and the BWER weakened and was no longer
present by 2225 UTC (Fig. 13d). Taking a broader view
of the hailstorm life cycle, two other maxima in intensity
(labeled 1 and 2 in Fig. 14a) similar to the one described
above are evident in the time–height cross section of Z,
but it is not possible to know whether these events
produced accumulating hail as a result of the lack of hail
depth observations.
Time–height plots of the dual-polarization radar
variables (Figs. 15–17) reveal a number of times when
minimum Z DR , 22.5 dB (Fig. 15a) and rHV , 0.75
(Fig. 16a) overlapped with each other, indicating that
this storm produced large hail for much of its lifetime.
However, these values did not extend much below z 5
5 km until 2200 UTC (16 min prior to the plowable hail
report), when a column of negative ZDR and small rHV
descended toward the surface (arrow in Figs. 15a and
16a), reaching the lowest height sampled by the radar at
2215 UTC. A peak in KDP occurred ;15 min prior to the
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FIG. 9. CAPPIs of reflectivity at (a) 2216 UTC 3 Aug 2013 at z 5 3.5 km MSL, (b) 2344 UTC 22 Aug 2013 at z 5
3 km MSL, (c) 2107 UTC 9 Sep 2013 at z 5 2.5 km MSL, and (d) 2028 UTC 21 May 2014 at z 5 2.5 km MSL. The black
contours delineate reflectivity from 50 to 70 dBZ at intervals of 5 dBZ. The white plus signs indicate the locations of
the plowable hail reports. Black lines show the approximate locations of the cross sections in Fig. 13.

plowable hail report (Fig. 17a). Then, KDP decreased as
hail production was maximized, which may indicate that
the liquid water was accreted onto the hail and subsequently became depleted.

(ii) 22 August 2013 multicell thunderstorm
The 22 August case is unique among the four examined herein because it was the only multicell thunderstorm and the only plowable hail event that was at least
partly initiated by an outflow boundary. At ;2315 UTC,
a multicell storm cluster that had moved off the foothills

encountered an outflow boundary produced by convection farther to the east (Fig. 18a). The interaction
resulted in the rapid development of a new convective
cell along the eastern flank of the parent thunderstorm
(Figs. 18b–d), with the first echoes appearing in the
midlevels (6–12 km) at 2320 UTC (Fig. 13e). The new
cell rapidly intensified, and maximum column Z .
70 dBZ (Figs. 13g and 14b), near-surface Z . 65 dBZ
(Fig. 9b), and accumulating hail all occurred within
20 min of the first echoes from the new cell. The formation of d 5 5 mm hailstone embryos (i.e., small frozen
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FIG. 10. As in Fig. 9, but for differential reflectivity. The white outline in Fig. 10b indicates an area of negative ZDR
discussed in the text.

raindrops or graupel) typically requires 20–30 min, with
additional time (;10–20 min) needed to grow embryos
into large hail of d 5 45 mm (Knight and Knight 2001).
To achieve such large hail in a total of only 20 min, the
hailstone embryos may have grown in the upwind parent
thunderstorm, which then seeded the new convective
cell with embryos and quickened the hail formation
process (documented previously by Ziegler et al. 1983).
Unlike the three supercell thunderstorms, vertical cross
sections of Z (Figs. 13e–h) provide no evidence of
WERs or BWERs, and instead depict an intense core of
Z . 65 dBZ that rapidly descended to the surface. This

further suggests that the mechanism of hail formation
(embryo seeding versus embryo recycling) was different
in the 22 August storm.
Once hail reached the surface, ZDR and rHV CAPPIs
depicted minimum values from 0 to 23 dB (Fig. 10b)
and 0.85 to 0.95 (Fig. 11b), respectively, within the
maximum reflectivity region (black contours). The unusually small ZDR of 23 dB stretched radially behind the
region of maximum Z (Fig. 10b, white outline). This
feature is evidence of three-body scattering (TBS; Zrnić
1987; Hubbert and Bringi 2000; Kumjian et al. 2010),
which occurs when energy from the radar beam is
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FIG. 11. As in Fig. 9, but for the correlation coefficient.

scattered by hail to the ground, which then scatters the
energy back to the hail and finally to the radar. Kumjian
et al. (2010) suggested that TBS of the S-band radar
beam is indicative of hailstones with 20 # d # 50.8 mm,
since this signature is not seen in storms that contain
mostly small hail (d , 20 mm) or predicted from scattering calculations with exclusively giant hail (d .
50.8 mm). Since a large amount of hail with 20 # d #
50.8 mm is likely to produce the strongest TBS signature, storms that exhibit these signatures on days in
which the synoptic environment favors accumulating
hail may contain severe hail and have the potential to
produce plowable hail.

At the time of the hail reports (2339 UTC), time–
height plots of the dual-polarization radar variables
clearly indicated the presence of large quantities of hail.
Reports of hail coincided with minimum ZDR and rHV
of 24 dB (Fig. 15b) and 0.45 (Fig. 16b) at z 5 2.5 km,
respectively. These small near-surface values were
associated with a column of negative ZDR (from
0 to 22 dB) and small rHV (0.75–0.95) that extended to
z 5 9 km, but was most evident at z , 4 km where the
largest hailstones were likely located. The increased hail
production was also accompanied by a decrease in KDP
to less than 18 km21 from 3 to 5 km, after KDP peaked at
;2320 UTC (Fig. 17b). The KDP values at the surface
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FIG. 12. As in Fig. 9, but for the specific differential phase.

during the hailstorm ranged from 1.58 to 48 km 21
(Fig. 12b), indicative of rain mixed with large hail and/or
water-coated hail, since KDP is zero for dry, spherical
hailstones and increases when liquid water is present
(Balakrishnan and Zrnić 1990a).

(iii) 9 September 2013 supercell thunderstorm
On 9 September, a supercell that moved northeastward off the foothills produced plowable hail in Lakewood, Colorado, a western suburb of Denver (Table 1;
Fig. 2b). From 2052 to 2106 UTC, vertical cross sections
(Figs. 13i–k) and time–height plots (Fig. 14c) of Z depict

an intensifying storm. At 2057 UTC, a WER formed
(Fig. 13i, black square), which evolved into a BWER at
z 5 6.5 km by 2106 UTC (Fig. 13k). The formation of the
WER/BWER occurred as hail accumulated at the surface (2100 UTC). Following the hail report, the BWER
descended in height (from z 5 6.5 to 4 km) and began to
collapse as rain and hail descended through the updraft
(2116 UTC; Fig. 13l).
The 9 September storm contained the smallest hail
(d # 13 mm) out of the four cases (Table 1). The small
hailstones contributed to Z . 70 dBZ (Fig. 9c), with
ZDR from 20.25 to 3 dB (Fig. 10c). These values imply
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FIG. 13. Vertical cross sections of reflectivity along the lines shown in Fig. 9 at (a)–(d) 3 Aug 2013, (e)–(h) 22 Aug 2013, (i)–(l) 9 Sep 2013,
and (m)–(p) 21 May 2014 at the indicated times. Black squares (arrows) show the locations of WERs (BWERs). The red labels at the
bottom of each column apply to the dates indicated in red (i.e., 3 Aug 2013, 9 Sep 2013, and 21 May 2014). Here, Dx and Dz are the total
length and height of the cross sections in each row, respectively.

melting hail coated with liquid water, causing the
hailstones to appear more oblate (i.e., more similar to
rain) to the radar than the hail in the other three
storms. There is no evidence of TBS (Fig. 10c), in accordance with Kumjian et al. (2010), who suggested
that hail of 20 # d # 50 mm is required to produce TBS.
The presence of rHV ; 0.95 (Fig. 11c) and KDP of up to
68 km21 (Fig. 12c) suggests that a large amount of rain
was mixed with the water-coated hailstones.
In general, trends in the time–height cross sections on
9 September (Figs. 14c–17c) do not show as distinct of a
hail signature as in the other cases, possibly because of
the small sizes of the hailstones (d # 13 mm; Table 1)
and the heavy rainfall that accompanied them. While the
maximum column Z of ;72 dBZ (denoted as 2 in
Fig. 14c) occurred in conjunction with the hail report,
there was little increase in 50-dBZ echo-top height. The
storm also produced limited graupel and hail mass surrounding the plowable hail report (,3 3 107 kg;

Fig. 14c), likely because of the small size of its maximum
reflectivity region (Fig. 9c). The smallest values of ZDR
(Fig. 15c) and rHV (Fig. 16c) below z 5 3 km occurred at
2030 UTC, 30 min before the hail report when the storm
was still over the foothills (Fig. 2a). Once hail began to
accumulate at the surface at 2100 UTC, minimum ZDR
(rHV) values had increased by about 1 dB (0.3) at z 5
2.5 km, likely because of the presence of water-coated
hailstones (inferred from KDP . 38 km21; Figs. 12c
and 17c).

(iv) 21 May 2014 supercell thunderstorm
The final storm discussed herein is a tornadic supercell
that produced five separate tornadoes to the east of
Denver and accumulating hail in Green Valley Ranch,
Colorado (Table 1; Fig. 2b). A time–height plot of Z
(Fig. 14d) depicts maxima in 50-dBZ echo-top height of
;12 km and maximum column Z . 70 dBZ (denoted as
1 in Fig. 14d) about 30 min prior to the plowable hail
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FIG. 14. Time–height plots of the maximum reflectivity for Z $ 50 dBZ for the hailstorms on (a) 3 Aug 2013, (b) 22
Aug 2013, (c) 9 Sep 2013, and (d) 21 May 2014. Brown (black) contours indicate areas and times of enhanced graupel
(hail) production (3107 kg). The red vertical lines in the background depict the times that plowable hail was reported.
The blue horizontal lines depict the heights of the 08, 2108, and 2258C isotherms from the operational soundings
listed in Table 2. The black numbers (1–3) in boldface indicate maxima in 50-dBZ echo-top height and column
reflectivity.

report at 2030 UTC. Similar to the two supercell thunderstorms examined earlier, vertical cross sections of Z
reveal that these maxima were associated with a pronounced BWER that formed by 2004 UTC (Fig. 13n)
and persisted through 2013 UTC (Fig. 13o). By 2018 UTC
(Fig. 13p), the BWER had clearly begun to collapse
and descend toward the surface. This collapse occurred at the same time that hail mass peaked at .4 3
107 kg (Fig. 14d) and ;12 min before accumulating hail
was reported. This suggests that the BWER collapse
may have been caused by hail mass overloading the
updraft. In agreement with this hypothesis, Z weakened
by ;10 dB throughout the column in the 30 min that
followed the hail report. This weakening began shortly
after the peak radar-derived hail mass was observed,
whose downward mass flux would have reduced the local buoyancy through sedimentation-induced drag and

latent cooling from melting and sublimation (Srivastava
1987; Lee et al. 1992; Zeng et al. 2001).
Similar to the previous hailstorms, the 21 May storm
also had near-surface Z . 65 dBZ (Fig. 9d). A prominent hook echo is also evident. Near-surface ZDR and
rHV reached minimum values of 21 dB (Fig. 10d) and
0.95 (Fig. 11d), which are not as small as in the August
2013 hailstorms. This is likely due to the smaller maximum hail diameter in this storm (25 versus 45 mm).
Nevertheless, TBS is still apparent, with a widespread
area of negative ZDR located radially behind the area of
maximum Z (Fig. 10d). This storm also contained nearsurface KDP values of 0–28 km21 (Fig. 12d), indicative of
relatively small raindrop concentrations.
In the vertical (Figs. 15d–17d), a pocket of ZDR ;
22 dB and rHV ; 0.8 formed near z 5 5 km at 1935 UTC
and reached the lowest radar level (z 5 2 km) at
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FIG. 15. As in Fig. 14, but for the minimum differential reflectivity. The arrows indicate descending areas of small
ZDR.

2015 UTC (15 min prior to the plowable hail report;
arrow in Figs. 15d and 16d). The descent of the small
ZDR and rHV values was generally less pronounced on
21 May than during the August 2013 hailstorms, which
had larger hail and minimum ZDR and rHV values
of 24 dB and 0.4, respectively. No peak in KDP occurred
prior to the plowable hail report on this day (Fig. 17d).

2) ESTIMATING HAIL ACCUMULATION FROM
RADAR DATA

The radar characteristics discussed thus far are not
exclusive to thunderstorms that produce deep hail accumulations. Although rather extreme, Z . 70 dBZ,
descending columns of negative ZDR and rHV , 0.95,
and TBS signatures have all been observed in nonaccumulating hailstorms (e.g., Hubbert and Bringi 2000;
Kumjian and Ryzhkov 2008; Ryzhkov et al. 2010). To
identify the occurrence of plowable hail in real time, we
propose that forecasters estimate the hail accumulation
hAcc from the radar data:

hAcc 5

y
hrh

tcurrent

å

t5t0

Dtt Mh,t ,

(4)

where Mh is the hail mass concentration [kg m23; determined from Eq. (2) and the method discussed in
section 3b] at the lowest radar level, Dt is the time (s)
between successive radar scans, y is the hail fall speed
(cm s21), rh is the hail bulk density (kg m23), and h is
the fractional space occupied by ice (rather than air)
once the hailstones accumulate on the ground. We
have assumed y 5 1500 cm s21 [appropriate for a d 5
20 mm hailstone; Pruppacher and Klett (1997)], rh 5
900 kg m23, and h 5 0.64, the closest possible random
packing of monodisperse spheres (Scott and Kilgour
1969). For each radar grid cell, the product DtMh can be
computed for all radar scans since the formation of the
hailstorm (t0) to the current time (tcurrent) and then
summed to map the storm-total hail accumulation. In
this way, Eq. (4) is similar to existing operational, radarbased algorithms that use time-integrated rainfall rates
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FIG. 16. As in Fig. 14, but for the minimum correlation coefficient. The arrows indicate descending areas of small rHV.

R from Z–R or KDP–R relationships (e.g., Marshall and
Palmer 1948; Rosenfeld et al. 1993; Bringi and
Chandrasekar 2001; Illingworth and Blackman 2002;
Brandes et al. 2002) to estimate storm-total rainfall and
to assess the risk of flash flooding.
The results of applying this procedure to the radar
scans within the analysis periods in Table 1 are shown in
Fig. 19. In all four cases, the plowable hail reports (black
squares in Fig. 19) are collocated with hAcc . 5 cm,
whereas the remainder of each hail swath mostly contains hAcc , 1.5 cm. Two exceptions (circled areas)
occur on 3 August (Fig. 19a) and 21 May (Fig. 19d),
when hAcc near 10 cm is noted well to the northwest and
east of the hail reports, respectively. The area on 3 August is an unpopulated region of the foothills to the south
of the Wyoming border (Fig. 2), and thus it cannot be
determined whether the estimated hail accumulations
actually occurred. While the circled area in Fig. 19d is
also sparsely populated, storm chasers reported and
photographed hail accumulations of at least 10 cm in this
area in the wake of the 21 May hailstorm. These results

suggest that the above technique is capable of distinguishing between times and locations at which accumulating hail does and does not occur. However,
additional plowable hail events need to be examined to
evaluate the algorithm more completely.

3) HAIL SIZE
One might assume that as hail size increases, the hail
number concentration must decrease because a greater
fraction of the total liquid water content is accreted onto
each hailstone. Therefore, it may be expected that
plowable hailstorms consist primarily of small hail particles (d , 25.4 mm). While the hail sizes listed in Table 1
suggest otherwise, one could argue that because these
sparse reports consist of the maximum hail size documented anywhere within the storm near the time of
plowable hail, they are unlikely to represent the hail size
at the accumulation location. Since hail size observations from the accumulations are not available, we must
use the dual-polarization radar data in our attempt to
quantify the hail sizes in these events.
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FIG. 17. As in Fig. 14, but for the median specific differential phase.

Aydin et al. (1986) defined the hail differential reflectivity HDR, which uses radar-measured Z and ZDR to
quantify the hail signal intensity [see their Eq. (1)].
Depue et al. (2007) showed that HDR was well correlated (r 2 5 0.54) with observed hail size in 12 Colorado
and Wyoming thunderstorms, with HDR ; 30 dB indicative of the threshold for large hail (d 5 25.4 mm;
their Fig. 5). Figure 20 presents time series of HDR at the
lowest available radar height in the four hailstorms
considered herein, including median HDR (blue line),
maximum HDR (red line), and HDR at the plowable hail
location (orange squares). Over the time intervals in
which hail occurred at the plowable hail locations, HDR
generally ranged from the median HDR to the maximum
HDR observed in the storms. This suggests that the
larger hailstones contained within the storms are at least
present in the hail accumulations, if not the dominant
contributors to them. Figure 20 also shows that except
during the 3 August storm, the maximum HDR within
the storm occurred at the plowable hail location for at
least one radar volume scan. If we assume that the

maximum HDR represents the hail diameters reported in
Table 1, then large hail (d . 25.4 mm) occurred at the
plowable hail locations in all of the storms except the
9 September event, which contained no large hail.
Since Z and ZDR (and thus HDR) are heavily biased
toward the largest particles in the radar volume, we still
cannot quantify the median hail sizes contained within
the accumulations. Further, T-matrix scattering simulations demonstrate that HDR is sensitive to the fractional water content of hailstones (Depue et al. 2007),
which may be why the HDR analysis implies the presence
of large hail in the 9 September storm when none occurred. Given these limitations, it is vitally important for
observers of future plowable hailstorms to report maximum and average hail sizes, in addition to hail depths,
so that more can be learned about the hail size distribution in these exceptional storms.

c. Lightning and ice mass analysis
We now investigate whether three-dimensional total
lightning data offer any assistance in identifying
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FIG. 18. PPIs of reflectivity at 0.58 elevation angle at (a) 2326, (b) 2330, (c) 2335, and (d) 2340 UTC 22 Aug 2013. The
black plus sign indicates the plowable hail location and the red dotted line indicates an outflow boundary.

plowable hail events. Figure 21 presents time series of
lightning flash rate (calculated from all flashes produced
by the hailstorm; see section 3c) and storm-total graupel
mass for the analysis time intervals in Table 1. Note that
the COLMA detection efficiency is relatively uniform
within 150 km of the array center (P. R. Krehbiel 2015,
personal communication), which covers nearly all of the
electrically active portions of the storm tracks (Fig. 2).
Lightning flash rates at the plowable hail report times
(denoted by dashed black lines) ranged from
25 flashes min21 in the 9 September storm (Fig. 21c) to
260 flashes min21 on 3 August (Fig. 21a), the latter of

which was closest to COLMA (Fig. 2). In three of the
four storms (the exception being 21 May; Fig. 21d), the
flash rates at the plowable hail report times were at or
near the largest observed thus far within the storm.
Additionally, plowable hail occurred as the flash rate
was increasing on 22 August (Fig. 21b) and 21 May
(Fig. 21d). On 22 August, flash rates more than doubled
in the 30 min prior to the hail report. Although accumulating hail may have occurred at other times (e.g.,
;2310 UTC 3 August and ;2145 UTC 21 May) when
similar maxima in flash rate occurred, it was not reported, possibly because of the remote location.
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FIG. 19. Accumulated hail depths estimated from the radar data on (a) 3 Aug 2013, (b) 22 Aug 2013, (c) 9 Sep 2013,
and (d) 21 May 2014. Squares indicate the locations of the plowable hail reports. Inferred areas of accumulating hail
that occurred in sparsely populated locations are circled.

The time series in Fig. 21 demonstrate that the flash
rate increases prior to accumulating hail were also accompanied by increases in the storm-total graupel mass
(with the period from 2000 to 2045 UTC on 21 May
being an exception; Fig. 21d). Overall, it is evident that
the flash rates are well correlated with the total graupel
mass, similar to the results shown by Carey and
Rutledge (1996), Wiens et al. (2005), and Deierling et al.
(2008). This correlation r ranges from 0.77 to 0.83 over
the analysis period (not shown), which included 35
(22 August 2013) to 68 (21 May 2014) radar volume
scans. The graupel mass is also well correlated with

other lightning characteristics, such as the maximum
observed flash area (not shown; r 5 0.64–0.74). Note,
however, that the growth in the storm size is a confounding variable that increases both the flash area and
the total graupel mass. The relationship between lightning and graupel mass is also apparent when examining
maps of the total-column graupel mass and the total
number of lightning sources contained in the flashes
(Fig. 22). Peaks in the number of lightning sources
generally coincide with peaks in the total-column graupel mass, and the largest number of lightning sources in
each storm is typically associated with column graupel
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FIG. 20. Time series of storm-total hail mass (black solid lines) and maximum HDR (red lines), median HDR (blue
lines), and HDR at the plowable hail locations (orange squares) at the indicated heights on (a) 3 Aug 2013, (b) 22 Aug
2013, (c) 9 Sep 2013, and (d) 21 May 2014. The vertical dashed black lines indicate the plowable hail report times.

masses greater than 106 kg. Figure 22 also illustrates that
increases in graupel mass and lightning activity occur
along the storm track prior to the occurrence of
plowable hail.
Storm electrification has been observed to occur when
graupel particles undergo rebounding collisions with ice
crystals (e.g., Williams et al. 1991; Saunders 1993;
Takahashi and Miyawaki 2002; Saunders 2008). The
time–height plots of reflectivity and ice mass (Fig. 14)
demonstrate that graupel production increases substantially when maxima in echo-top height and reflectivity occur. These maxima are suggestive of intense
updrafts that support both graupel and hail formation
and cause the lightning flash rate to increase because of
the additional graupel mass. While forecasters may not
be able to calculate total graupel mass easily, Fig. 21
demonstrates that another quantity, the area of the
40-dBZ isoecho at the approximate height of the 2108C
isotherm (determined from atmospheric soundings;
Table 2), closely tracks the time series of storm-total
graupel mass and can be used as a proxy. It is not surprising that this quantity mirrors the trend in graupel
mass, since Z . 40 dBZ at 2108C likely requires the
existence of graupel and/or hail at this height. The
presence of 40-dBZ reflectivity at the 2108C isotherm

height has also been successfully used to predict the
onset of lightning (e.g., Dye et al. 1989; Gremillion and
Orville 1999; Vincent et al. 2003), a further indication of
its relationship to graupel mass. Therefore, forecasters
can use either the area of the 40-dBZ isoecho at 2108C
or the total lightning flash rate (or both) to indirectly
estimate the graupel mass and the intensity of the
thunderstorm updraft, thereby providing insight into
whether hail accumulations (and other hazardous
weather events) are possible.
In addition to the relationship with graupel mass,
time series of lightning flash rate (red lines in Fig. 23)
and 50-dBZ echo-top height (blue lines in Fig. 23) reveal that increases (decreases) in lightning flash rate
were generally accompanied by corresponding increases (decreases) in echo-top height. Two notable
exceptions to this relationship (denoted by green lines
along the x axes) occurred on 3 August (Fig. 23a) and
21 May (Fig. 23d), when decreases in echo-top height of
;5 km were accompanied by dramatic increases in
lightning flash rate of 1100% and 150%, respectively.
These changes occurred over the course of ;1 h in both
cases, and the increases (decreases) in lightning flash
rate (echo-top height) on 21 May coincided with the
plowable hail report and the collapse of a pronounced
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FIG. 21. Time series of storm total graupel mass (blue lines), lightning flash rate (black solid lines), and the area of
the 40-dBZ isoecho at the approximate height of the 2108C isotherm (red lines) for the hailstorms on (a) 3 Aug 2013,
(b) 22 Aug 2013, (c) 9 Sep 2013, and (d) 21 May 2014. The dashed black lines indicate the times that plowable hail was
reported.

BWER (Figs. 13o–p). Increases in lightning flash rate
accompanying storm collapse have been observed
previously (e.g., Carey and Rutledge 1998; Shafer et al.
2000; Wiens et al. 2005). These studies reported that
lightning flash rate peaked tens of minutes after hailfall
in these storms, as was the case on 21 May. It is hypothesized that in these cases, the collapse of the storm
increased the number of rebounding collisions between
graupel and ice crystals and caused pockets of opposite
charge to become adjacent to one another, thereby
explaining the observed increases in flash rate. Notably, there is no obvious relationship between the height
of the maximum number of lightning sources summed
over all of the flashes and the flash rates or storm
life cycle (black lines in Fig. 23) in the cases
examined herein.

5. Discussion
Section 4 revealed that accumulating hail is associated
with some of the more extreme values of the radar signatures (i.e., Z . 70 dBZ, ZDR ; 23 dB with extensive
three-body scattering, rHV ; 0.4, and well-defined
BWERs) typically associated with hailstorms, especially since giant hail was not documented in these

storms. Nevertheless, the four plowable hailstorms examined herein are typical hailstorms except for one (or
possibly two) brief periods of time. We know this because ground observations of hail along the storm tracks
and radar-derived indicators of hail, such as those
shown in Figs. 19 and 20, confirm that these thunderstorms produced hail for much of their lifetimes. Only a
small fraction of this hail, however, was reported to be
plowable.
The hail accumulation at a particular location depends on the hail mass concentration and the hailfall
duration (related to the storm propagation speed), as
reflected by Eq. (4). Thus, plowable hail events must be
associated with unusually long hailfall durations, unusually large hail mass concentrations, or a combination
of these. The radar-derived hailfall durations at the
plowable hail locations were 9.3 min on 3 August,
18.6 min on 9 September and 21 May, and 28.0 min on
22 August (time period denoted by orange squares in
Fig. 20). These durations are near the 50th, 80th, and
95th percentiles of the cumulative frequency distribution of hailfall duration calculated from a sample of
2524 hail events in southern France (Dessens 1986, their
Fig. 10). Changnon (1967) reported monthly average
hail durations that ranged from 1.4 to 3.2 min in
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FIG. 22. Maximum total-column graupel mass (filled contours) and number of lightning sources summed over all
lightning flashes (black contours with values of 10, 50, 100, 250, and 500) on (a) 3 Aug 2013, (b) 22 Aug 2013, (c) 9 Sept
2013, and (d) 21 May 2014. White plus signs indicate the locations of the plowable hail reports.

99 hailstorms in Illinois, which would make even the
3 August event (9.3 min) long by comparison. Other
median hailfall durations reported in the literature include 5–6 min [Saskatchewan, Canada; Paul (1980)] and
7 min [Alberta, Canada; Wojtiw (1975)]. Thus, it is likely
that the long hailfall durations (9–28 min) in these four
plowable hail events, made possible by slow storm motions of 6–9 m s21 (Table 1), are a characteristic that
distinguishes them from more typical hail events.
It is more difficult to quantify how anomalous the
hail mass concentration is in these storms, because the
best available estimate of the mass concentration is

based solely on the radar reflectivity [Eq. (2)]. We have
already noted that maximum Z values of 68–75 dBZ are
on the larger end of the spectrum that characterizes
typical hailstorms. If these values are indeed proportional to the mass concentration, then the above
discussion suggests that plowable hail events result
from unusually long hailfall durations that consist of
larger than normal hail concentrations. These factors
are similar to those required for flash flooding, which
results from a combination of rainfall duration and rain
rate, and explain why similar equations [i.e., Eq. (4)]
can be used to identify these events in real time.
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FIG. 23. Time series of the height of the maximum number of sources summed over all lightning flashes (black
lines), the 50-dBZ echo-top height (blue lines), and the lightning flash rate (red lines) on (a) 3 Aug 2013, (b) 22 Aug
2013, (c) 9 Sep 2013, and (d) 21 May 2014. The green lines along the x axes indicate time intervals when the echo-top
heights and the lightning flash rates were decreasing and increasing, respectively. The vertical dashed black lines
indicate the plowable hail report times.

Another similarity between excessive rainfall and excessive hailfall is that there may not be a unique signature in the raw radar or lightning variables that
discriminates between plowable and nonplowable
hailstorms (or between flooding and nonflooding rainstorms). This null result is an important one because it
demonstrates that hail accumulations must be derived
from the radar data to identify these events, just as
radar-derived rainfall amounts are needed to determine the likelihood of flash flooding.

d

d

6. Summary and conclusions
In this paper, we analyzed dual-polarization radar and
total lightning data from four thunderstorms that
resulted in hail accumulations of 15–60 cm along the
Colorado Front Range during 2013–14 (Table 1; Fig. 2).
The synoptic weather conditions that favored the development of these storms were examined in conjunction with radar (Z, ZDR, rHV, KDP, HDR, ice mass, and
hail depth) and lightning (flash rate) variables that might
indicate the occurrence of accumulating hail. Our results
aim to assist forecasters in recognizing and predicting
future plowable hailstorms.
The following summarizes the most important results:

d

d

d

Moist westerly 500-hPa flow of 5–15 m s21 (Fig. 3)
combined with postfrontal, low-level upslope flow
(Figs. 4 and 5) to produce 0–6 km AGL vertically averaged wind speeds of 2–12 m s21 (Table 2). These
weak steering winds produced slow storm motions of
6–9 m s21 (Table 1).
The slow storm motions resulted in unusually long hailfalls that lasted 9.3 min on 3 August, 18.6 min on 9 September and 21 May, and 28.0 min on 22 August at the
plowable hail locations (section 5), as estimated from
dual-polarization radar data. In contrast, most hail climatologies in the literature report median hailfall durations
of 1–7 min (e.g., Changnon 1967; Wojtiw 1975; Paul 1980).
These unusually long hail durations occurred in
anomalously moist environments, with precipitable
water values that were 132%–184% of monthly normals (Fig. 8a). The large atmospheric moisture likely
further increased the amount of hail that accumulated.
Three of the four plowable hailstorms were supercell
thunderstorms (section 4a). A fourth plowable hail event
occurred when a multicell thunderstorm interacted with
an outflow boundary to initiate a new convective cell that
produced accumulating hail [Fig. 18; section 4b(1)ii].
Although three of the four storms produced nonaccumulating hail for much of their lifetimes, the
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plowable hail occurred during maxima in storm intensity, as evidenced by peaks in 50-dBZ echo-top
height of 11–15 km (Fig. 14), maximum column Z .
70 dBZ (Fig. 14), descending columns of ZDR and rHV
as small as 24 dB (Fig. 15) and 0.4 (Fig. 16), respectively, and BWERs (Fig. 13) in the three supercell
thunderstorms. These characteristics were most pronounced in the storms with the largest reported
hailstones.
Large Z . 70 dBZ is unusual for storms in which giant
hail (d . 50.8 mm) was not reported (Ryzhkov et al.
2010), and is likely indicative of the extreme hail mass
concentrations.
The most promising way to detect plowable hail may
be to accumulate the radar-derived hail amount over
successive radar scans [Eq. (4); section 4b(2)]. This
approach is similar to the technique used to detect
storms that may produce flash flooding.
Three of the four thunderstorms had peaks in lightning flash rate that occurred at or near the plowable
hail report times (Fig. 21). Graupel is likely the
physical connection between increased lightning activity and accumulating hail, since graupel particles
serve as both hailstone embryos (Knight and Knight
2001) and charged particles (Williams et al. 1991;
Saunders 1993; Takahashi and Miyawaki 2002;
Saunders 2008).
Forecasters report that peaks in the lightning flash rate
assist them in the warning decision-making process
(Darden et al. 2010), and thus peaks in flash rate that
coincide with accumulating hail may help forecasters
to identify these events.

The relationships among the synoptic weather, radar,
and lightning variables analyzed herein are based on
four plowable hailstorms. Future work will focus on
additional analyses using a larger sample of hailstorms
so that statistical relationships can be determined. In
addition, establishing a database of reliable hail-depth
observations, particularly in rural areas, would assist in
validating relationships between the radar and lightning variables and accumulating hail. Nevertheless,
forecasters can use the results from this initial study to
detect similar synoptic weather patterns that may be
conducive to plowable hailstorms. Once it is known
that the weather pattern favors storms with accumulating hail, the dual-polarization radar and lightning
data can be used together to determine the likelihood
that a particular storm will result in substantial hail
accumulations.
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